All normal bundles of immersions
1. Introduction. The notation of [10] and [11] is used. Let all manifolds be differentiable, and all vector bundles real. Write P m for real projective m-space, and let h be the canonical line bundle over P Let V k (X\ξ) be the set of equivalence classes of fc-plane bundles over X which represent £, i.e., the set of equivalence classes of A k (X\ ξ) under ordinary bundle equivalence. There is a naturally defined action y:
such that the orbits of γ are precisely the elements V k (X\ξ)\ if dimX ^2/c -2, A k {X\ ξ) is an Abelian affine group and γ is an affine action, i.e., for any a G KO\X), γ(α, ): A k (X; ξ)^>A k (X; ξ) is an affine isomorphism. In that range, the so-called metastable range, let A\(X\ξ) 9 an Abelian group, be the difference group of A k (X;ξ), provided the latter is nonempty. Any nonempty Abelian affine group is identified with its difference group by identifying some element with 0. This choice is arbitrary, and different choices may result in different expressions of the action γ and the corresponding equivalence relation on A k (X;ξ) .
The statements of theorems 1 and 2 are based on some choice.
Recall Proof The immersion groups themselves and the embedding and compressing facts are direct from theorem 0.1 of [11] . Using explicit descriptions of the action of KO~\P m ) (as given in tables 2 & 3), the equivalence questions can all be settled. The method. In the proof of Theorem 2, two different approaches for enumeration of immersions are used. We need the methods of [11] to determine which regular homotopy classes of immersions contain embeddings; while in the context of [10] , one may determine the actions which relate different immersions with the same normal bundle. The appendix of this paper, §4, relates these two approaches, when an Adams resolution is used. Note that in the range of dimensions considered in [11] , the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence agrees with the Adams spectral sequence for jfC(Z).
Explicit description of the action.
Recall that (in the notation of [10] ) for m ^ 1: (4), generated by p and ψ Z 2 0Z 2 0Z if ra =3 (4), generated by p, φ, and τ Briefly, p is classified by a map P m -> O whose image is any point not in SO, φ is classified by the Whitehead map P m -*SO, and r by the We shall write ax for γ(α, JC), for any α£ίCO" 1 (/ )m ) and any (Table 2 for m =0, 1, or 2 mod 4; Table 3 for m =3(4).) Let m =3(4). The action of p is trivial on [P m C i? 2m~2 ], since, by [10, 3.7] , p is the null element of v, the normal bundle of P m in dimension m -2. Since $ 2m -2 and $ 2m -\ are onto, p must, by naturality, act trivially on the other two affine groups. Mahowald has personally assured us the existence of ζ in the case m = 11 also; thus r acts trivially for all m i^ 11. (It is not actually necessary to make use of this unpublished fact; a modification of the argument using quaternionic bundles in the proof of [10, 3.8] suffices for all m = 3 (8) .) The only remaining case is m = 7; by naturality, s a τ must then be an element of order 8. Since there is a certain freedom in the choice of generators, it is possible to insist that s a τ = (0,1).
We now look at the action of ψ. The 3f (Z)-Adams resolution of BO m -2 over BO yields the tower (where all spaces are over BO, and k r = BO x K(Z 2 , r), the Eilenberg-Maclane space in the category of BO-sectioned spaces): [10] , the action of φ on both of those groups can be established. The stated results are the only ones (up to choice of generators) which agree with these calculations. We omit the details.
I-
Comparison with previous results. We remark that the choices of generators in Theorems 1 and 2 of this paper, and the same choices in Theorem 0.1 of [11] , can be made identical.
SO. For any stable bundle ξ over X, let s: A k (X; ξ)->A k+ι (X; ξ) be suspension, i.e., Whitney sum with a trivial line bundle. We say that a space F has homotopy width k if for some n, F is n-connected and has no homotopy above dimension n + k. LEMMA [9] ; where [X; E] [14] , there exists a sectioned fibration BF E JΎ(fib), where Y is of the homotopy type of a CW complex, such that P Y BF-+ BF is the universal example of fibrations with fiber the homotopy type of F and with base the homotopy type of a CW complex. Furthermore, BF can be delooped in the category 5^Y(fib); and by [4] , ΩY~f, the H-space of all base-point preserving self-homotopy equivalences of F. A classifying map θ can then be chosen, and we have a diagram (essentially diagram (1-1) of [9] ):
Let π: E->B be a fibration with fiber a stable space F (all spaces having the homotopy type of CWcomplexes), and let f: X-»B be a map, where X is a CW complex. Let γ: π ι (B x ,f)x [X; E] f -»[X; E] f be the left action as given in
F-^E->P Y BF
1-1
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By a straightforward obstruction theory argument, π t (&) = 0 for / ^ fc, thus τr,( Y) = 0 for all i > k. Another obstruction theory argument then shows that β # : ττ ι (B x J)^π ι (B γ ,β°f) sends a to the identity. Thus, by [9, 3.1] , γ(α, ) is a pure translation. Assume from now on that 2n > 3m + 1. Then, if M immerses in JR", each of the above classification theorems induces an affine group structure on [MCR"]. The difference groups (in the notation of [13] ) are, respectively:
where S ' v and S' Piτ) denote fiberwise unreduced suspension. By [13] , for each spectrum Έ satisfying the conditions of [13, §2] , there are spectral sequences
{£,( V, S (,(£," (τ));S),}
converging to quotients of respectively.
The purpose of this appendix is to show that these difference groups and the portions of the above Adams spectral sequences converging to them are isomorphic (by isomorphisms consistent with the bijections discussed in the first three paragraphs of this section). These isomorphisms will be made explicit for % = 3ίf(Z 2 ), the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum for Z 2 .
By naturality of the spectral sequences and the existence of the maps L π (τ)-»L n+ '(τ0£') and P,->L n+ '(τ$6'), it suffices to show that {E r (V,S{,(L"(τ)); «),} and {E r (P(τ),S f Piτ) ((τ) n -ι y y %\) are isomorphic. Let h be the canonical line bundle over P (r) . Then in the notation of [11] , {P(τ); S' P{τ) ((τ) n ' ι )}ϊ ι where { } v denotes stable homotopy in the category of V-sectioned spaces (see [2] ).
The fiber of T v (lh) over any x E V can be viewed as P, +mm = pi + m-i/pi-i ( see [ 7? by identifying each fiber of P(τ06 /m )CP(τ0e / ) to a point. Assume that V immerses in R n and take ί to be an (n -m)-plane bundle in the stable class v. By [2] , if / + n is a large power of 2, there is a duality map
T v (lh)Λ v S v (P njn (v))-+ VxS ι+n
in the category of V-sectioned spaces which induces isomorphisms
Now it is not difficult to show that the Thorn isomorphism preserves the Adams spectral sequence; a routine argument using the following lemma then establishes that the above duality map induces an isomorphism of the g'-Adams spectral sequence for {Γ v (/ft); V x S°}t with {£ r (V,P nm (v)\ <£)i} when each space of % is compact. Proof. The lemma is easily proved using the methods of [2, §3 and §4] .
Let Z be the V-sectioned bundle whose fiber over x E V is the space of basepoint preserving maps from the fiber T(lh x ) of T v (lh) to
